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Worplesdon Flood Forum 

Fairlands Community Centre, Fairlands Avenue, Guildford, GU3 3NA 

Friday 4 December 2015 - 10.30am – 12.30pm 

MINUTES 

1. Attendees: 

 

The Rt. Hon Anne Milton – MP for Guildford 

Mrs Gaynor White – Clerk Worplesdon Parish Council (WPC) 

Mr John Burt – Jacob’s Well Resident  

Cllr Bob McShee – GBC Councillor for Worplesdon 

Mr Abhi Sharma – Environment Agency (EA) 

Mr Will Randall – Thames Water – Engineering Manager 

Ms Joan Forteath – Thames Water - MPs and Community Liaison 

Mr Ray Everest – Littlefield Common Resident 

Mr Nigel Mitchell – WPC 

Mr Steve Knight – WPC/JWRA (Jacobs Well Residents’ Association) 

Mrs Gill Kinver – Bramley resident (observer) 

Mrs Ann Brock – Fairlands Resident 

Mrs Sandra Morgan – WPC 

Miss Shirley Brown – Fairland’s Resident 

Mr Lawson Aldred – Jacobs Well Resident 

Ms Charlotte Williams – Surrey Wildlife Trust 

Mr Brent Shirley – Engineer - GBC 

Mr Mike Burgess - Resident 

Mrs Sue Harris – Fairlands Ward Resident 

Mr Jason Lewis – SCC (Surrey County Council) Highways Engineer 

Miss Helen Parkin – SCC  

Mr Alex Davies – SCC (Strategic Partnerships & Network Resilience Team) 

Mrs Janet Smith – Chairman, JWRA 

Ms Janet Trimmer – Frog Grove Lane Resident 

Mr Peter Trevena – Groundsman, Worplesdon Parish Council 

Mr John Morley – Wood Street Resident / Ex. Thames Water Environmental Engineer  

Mr Vincen Watson – Resident Gravetts Lane (arrived towards the end of the meeting) 

 

2. Apologies: 

 

Mr Ian Fowler - SCC 

Cllr Keith Witham - SCC 

Dr Paul Cragg - WPC 

Mr Neville Bryan - WPC 

Mr Derrick Hoath - Resident 

Dr Alan Dillon - Resident 

Mr Chris Venables - WPC 

 

3. Introductions – Those present introduced themselves to the meeting. 
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4. GIS Mapping of Flood Issues – Helen Parkin 

 

Miss Parkin had prepared a consolidated map showing all the known watercourses, culverts, drainage pipes etc. 

including the direction of water flow.  This will give officers of the future a point of reference. 

 

All issues are to be recorded to provide a permanent record of the work that has been carried out. 

 

If any members of the Flood Forum are aware that something is missing, please advise SCC and they will update the 

map accordingly. 

 

Mrs White asked for the main rivers and flood plains to be included on the map. 

Mr Burt suggested that it would be useful if Thames Water’s assets could also be overlaid onto the map to provide a 

single/comprehensive point of reference. 

Mrs Milton extended her thanks to Miss Parkin, on behalf of the Flood Forum, for all her hard work. 

Worplesdon Parish Council to retain ownership of the map on behalf of the Flood Forum. 

5. Clay Lane Link Road 

 

Concerns remain about the increased flood risk due to the proposed route of the link road.  Mr Knight advised that 

WPC had requested a meeting with the Environment Agency (EA) however the EA declined to attend and he asked 

whether the Flood Forum could exert any pressure on the EA over this matter. 

 

Mr Sharma advised that GBC needs to demonstrate to the EA that the CLLR will not affect flooding, the ecology or 

biodiversity.   

 

It is for the Council to consider the various routes, demonstrate the level of mitigation measures required and then 

select the route they believe will cause the least impact. 

 

The EA is a statutory consultee so is unable to comment until final plans are submitted by the Borough Council. 

 

The process is that the Borough Council must submit a formal planning application.  Background papers including the 

Flood Risk Assessment must demonstrate that they have done all they should in terms of assessing the suitability of 

the chosen route. 

 

At this stage the EA is therefore unable to comment on the proposals hence the request for a meeting was turned 

down. 

 

Cllr McShee advised that: 

 

• GBC’s handling of the JWRA/BCA (Burpham Community Association) petition has been referred to the 

Borough Council’s Scrutiny Committee.  The Borough Council’s response to the petition will be re-

considered at the Council’s February 2016 full council meeting. 

• AECOM’s report should be made available within the next two weeks. 

 

Mr Burt stated: 

 

• At the recent SARP (Slyfield Area Regeneration Plan) meeting the mapping exercise AECOM showed 

appeared to be 2D, however, it is necessary to have 3D mapping for that area as water depth is also required 

– failure to do so would undermine the engineering assumptions being made. 
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• Data being used to feed into AECOM’s study didn’t include the 1990 and 2,000 floods.  

 

Please could the EA investigate these matters and respond to Mrs White accordingly? 

 

Mr Knight raised concern about the proposed route for the CLLR which runs close to the edge of Jacobs Well.  The 

fields to the west of Burpham Court Farm flood on an annual basis whereas the fields to the east of Burpham Court 

Farm do not.  It therefore makes sense to pursue Route A which is closer to the A3. 

 

We have been led to believe that Route A would cost £10m more than the preferred route and that insufficient 

mitigation measures could be put in place to reduce the risk of increased flooding, but have not been shown the 

documentary evidence.  With the proposals to straighten Clay Lane the cost of constructing the CLLR on the 

preferred route has increased substantially.  What is the true value of the preferred route now? 

 

6. Planning Application No: 15/P/02080 - 48 Frog Grove Lane, Wood Street Village, Guildford, GU3 3HA 

 

Mrs Trimmer raised concerns about the increased risk of flooding posed by the proposals within the above 

planning application. 

 

Following discussion it was agreed that the Flood Forum lodge the following objection: 

 

The Worplesdon Flood Forum wishes to strenuously object to the above planning application on the grounds that 

the proposed works, by virtue of their size and scale, are likely to exacerbate existing problems with surface 

water flooding in this area. The Flood Forum understands that the plans include proposals to build over existing 

manhole covers and that the sewer, which is shared with no. 48 Frog Grove Lane, would only be accessible via 

internal manholes within no. 50 Frog Grove Lane. It is our understanding that Thames Water would have to grant 

consent for such work to take place.   

 

7. To review the Action Plan  

 

Fairlands 

 

• Old drainage ditch (runs around the back of the recycling centre).  Chamber needs to be inspected regularly 

for blockages.   

 

Now on GBC’s annual maintenance schedule.   Action closed.                                                                      

 

Miss Brown advised that a “deep water” notice is wedged in the culvert under the entrance to the 

FLGCA/Doctors’ Surgery.  Action:  Miss Brown to ask FLGCA to remove and dispose of the notice. 

 

• Sewage discharging into rear garden of 61 St. Michael’s Ave 

 

Now on Thames Water’s inspection and maintenance plan.  Action closed. 

 

• Littlefield Common Cottages – Blocked ditches causing flooding issue  

 

Ms Williams advised that due to a resource issue this item was still outstanding.  Action:  Mrs White, Mr 

Everest and Mr Brown to carry out a site meeting in February 2016. 
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• Culvert beneath the A323 – Main drainage ditch through Littlefield Common 

 

Mr Lewis advised that SCC is reluctant to send more water into a drainage system that is known to be 

blocked.  Until the issues on Littlefield Common (the cottages side) is resolved this work will not be carried 

out.  Action on-going. 

 

• Flooding of gardens – 11 Littlefield Way to Littlefield Close  

 

Mrs Morgan advised the houses have not flooded nor the situation changed.  Action closed. 

 

• Holly Lane roundabout (top of Holly Lane)  

 

Mr Lewis advised that the gullies have been cleaned, but the manhole near the centre of the roundabout still 

needs to be cleared.  This requires Traffic Management, which adds to the cost and complexity of the job.  

Action on-going. 

 

• 48 Fairlands Ave – Tree root issues  

 

Miss Brown advised that the blockage had been cleared, but because the chestnut tree remains this problem 

is likely to reoccur.  The driveway has been raised in a bid to keep water away from the house.  Action – SCC 

to carry out an annual CCTV inspection. 

 

• 6 St Michael’s Ave – Drain damaged when extension built 

 

Following a joint effort between SCC, GBC and the householder the situation has been resolved.  Action 

closed. 

 

• 1 Gravetts Lane – Sewer overload 

 

Mr Morley advised that the foul sewer is overloaded with surface water.  On 19
th

 September there was no 

blockage but the manhole was surcharging.  Thames Water had raised a 50m survey from 1 Gravetts Lane to 

the A323 and hope to get results within one month.  If there is a hydrologic overload it will be difficult to 

resolve.   Developers should ensure that when new properties are built surface and foul water sewers are 

kept separate.  Action on-going. 

 

Mr Mitchell advised that in Sime Close/Sidney Court surface water discharges into soakaways.  The problem 

here is that when the road gullies in Keens Lane get blocked it causes additional surface water run-off into 

Sime Close creating flooding.  Would it be possible to raise the entrance to divert water onto the public 

highway? 

 

Action:  Mr Randall, Mr Mitchell, Mr Lewis and Mr Morley to meet to discuss what, if anything can be done.  

Mrs Milton advised that if a Management Company is required she would be happy to write on behalf of the 

Flood Forum. 

 

• 20 Gumbrells Close – Broken/blocked gulley 

 

Mr Lewis advised this issue has not yet been resolved.  Action on-going. 

 

• Rydes Hill Common (near Poplar Cottages) - Sewer has repeatedly broken   

 

Last incident occurred March 2015.  This caused flooding onto the common.  Thames Water cleared the 

blockage and carried out a CCTV inspection along a 100m section from the cottages to the Aldershot Road. 
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Mrs Harris advised that she had reported the incident which all other users had ignored even though the 

common is used by children from St Joseph’s School who undertake orienteering over the common. 

 

Mrs Harris asked who is responsible for the sewers on the common which used to be maintained by the 

previous owner. 

 

Mr Randall confirmed there are three manhole covers which are the responsibility of Thames Water.  These 

sewers transferred from private sewers in 2011. 

 

•  Liddington Hall Drive – Blocked ditches 

 

Mrs Harris also reported that there is iron oxide in the ditch.  The ditch bank is breaking down and water is 

now pooling onto Liddington Hall Drive. 

 

The Clerk advised that Merrist Wood College aim to clear their ditches in February.  Action on-going. 

 

• 18 Gravetts Lane -  Flooding from highway into the drive of this property  

 

Mr Lewis advised that this issue is with SCC’s Maintenance Engineering team.  It is proposed to raise the kerb 

lines on all the crossovers and to reconstruct the footways.  This will not be a cheap job.  Until next year’s 

budgets are known a date has not been set for the work to take place.  Action on-going. 

 

Jacobs Well  

 

• Britten’s Pond 

 

Ms Williams gave the following report: 

 

a) The Project Officer taken on to advance the project has left Surrey Wildlife Trust.   

b) The scheme had been progressed.  Quotes have been obtained and a design plan is now in place.   

c) Cost to de-silt the pond £150,000.  

d) Planning permission will be required from the County Council as this is an engineering operation. 

e) S38 (Commons Act 2006) consent will be required from DEFRA. 

f) A licence will also be required from Natural England due to the presence of newts.  Smooth and palmate 

newts are assumed to be within 500m of the site (The owner of Stringer’s Barn refused access to their 

pond so it has to be assumed they are present). 

g) Numerous grants will be required to cover the cost. 

h) The work will have to take place in stages.  Small works will be carried out to avoid major issues. 

i) A small grant was obtained from the Linley Shaw Foundation as a result of which a new boom has been 

ordered.  This prevents oil spills etc. from the silt pond entering the main pond. 

j) The gauge board and internal board require upgrading. 

             k)    It had been hoped that the silt could be spread over neighbouring land to de-water, however the land    

             owner was concerned about possible contamination of the silt, so this is no longer an option. 

 l)     The haulage/land fill costs of disposing of the silt will be £50,000. 

           m)   The silt trap is working well.  With the kind agreement/co-operation of GBC the silt pond is being de-silted   

       every 3 years.  This pond was last de-silted in February 2014.  The silt is currently being placed on-site  

      near the silt pond, however, in future years there will be no-where left to deposit the silt.  No additional  

      silt has entered the main pond and in fact the volume of silt in the main pond has decreased since the last   

      survey was carried out. 
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n)   An external consultant is due to carry out a fish survey in the near future.  A reduction in the number of   

      carp and silver fish would help the situation. 

o)  Some silt is beneficial to the pond. 

 

Subject to space available, this information to be included in the next parish newsletter. 

 

Mr Morley advised that there is a Volkswagen car in the Britten’s pond car park which has been abandoned. 

 

Ms Williams advised that GBC and Surrey Police are aware.  It takes approximately 2 weeks to follow the due 

process before a car can be removed by GBC. 

 

• SWT to take action to restore the pond beside the A320 (Salt Box Road roundabout) and SCC to assist with 

traffic management issues.  This pond forms part of the watercourse from Britten’s Pond to the River Wey 

and helps to alleviate flooding of the A320 

 

Ms Williams advised there is no outflow from this pond.  The pond is not the source of the flooding.  The 

water leaking onto the road is coming from a BT Chamber. 

 

Action:  Mrs White to report this matter to BT. 

 

• Hurst Farm House – Blockage in drainage system comprising ditches and culverts 

 

This is due to the reducer being installed to prevent no. 61 Stringer’s Ave being flooded.  Currently this 

system is working satisfactorily. 

 

Action:  SCC to monitor the situation. 

 

• “Cut away” in bank along the Brook (opposite Kings Yard entrance) behind “wet meadow”.  Bund needs to be 

reinstated. 

 

Mr Shirley advised that this matter is with GBC’s legal team. 

 

Mr Burt advised that the bund has been reinstated after a fashion. 

 

Action:  Mr Shirley to inspect the remedial works ASAP. 

 

• Main drainage ditch beside A320 – Salt Box Road to Hazel Ave 

 

SWT to hire a digger – ditch to be cleared from Salt Box Road to Hazel Ave.  Action on-going. 

 

• White House Pond in Jacobs Well – Removal of invasive weeds and de-silting of pond 

 

WPC has sought advice from Thomson Ecology as a result of which the pond will be sprayed next year.  A 

licence will need to be obtained from the EA.  A conservation licence will not be required from Natural 

England. 

 

• Entrance to Jacobs Well Village Hall car park 

 

The Village Hall Trust needs to speak to SCC before any remedial works take place. 

 

Action:  Mrs White to write to JWVHT – Meeting required with SCC, Thames Water and GBC as soon as 

practicable. 
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• The Brook, Jacobs Well 

 

GBC’s contractor inspects the brook on a regular basis.  Mrs Smith and Mr Burt confirmed the Brook is 

running freely at present.   Action closed. 

 

Mr Shirley stated that any issues should be reported to GBC immediately. 

 

• 61 Stringer’s Ave – House and garden repeatedly flooded since Dec 2013 

 

This problem has now been resolved by Thames Water.  Mr Randall advised that a CCTV inspection will be 

carried out next year to check for root egress.  Action closed. 

 

• Concrete pipe at entrance to Jacobs Well Recreation Ground 

 

Mr Morley had provided a sketch of the drainage system.  Action closed. 

 

Wood Street Village 

 

• Drainage ditch – Broad Street, opposite the Victorian cottages.  Problem – flooding of highway – About 20 

years ago bunds were constructed to prevent illegal incursions which effectively turned the main drainage 

ditch into a number of trenches thereby preventing water from draining into the stream near The Pines. 

 

Clearance of the trenches is on-going. 

 

• Frog Grove Lane – Flooding from Sandiacre Nurseries to the junction with the A323.  All grips need to be 

cleared twice per year.  All gullies/letterbox drains need to be regularly maintained. 

 

Mr Lewis advised that the culvert had been jetted and the blockage cleared.  It has become apparent that a 

fibre optic cable installed by Virgin Media’s contractors is too near the surface which means that one of the 

grips cannot be cleared.  Mr Trevena advised that he had tried to rod the letterbox drains, but they require 

jetting after the re-surfacing works.  There are between 5 and 7 letterbox gullies that are blocked which 

need replacing or lifting.   Actions:  SCC to resolve the issue with the letterbox drains ASAP.  Mr Trevena and 

Mr Lewis to liaise after the meeting.   Mrs Milton to write to Virgin Media requesting they resolve the issue 

with the fibre optic cable ASAP.  Action on-going. 

 

• Stream/river from Sandiacre Nurseries through Four Acre Stables into Merrist Wood golf course needs to be 

routinely maintained 

 

Miss Parkin advised that this issue is currently with the County Council’s Property Services Team, albeit 

without much success.   

 

Action:  Miss Parkin/Flooding Services to write to Cllr K Witham asking for assistance.  Mrs Milton to be 

copied into all correspondence. 

 

• Drainage system 39 – 43 Frog Grove Lane  

 

This section is now on SCC’s maintenance schedule.  Action closed. 
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• Bus stop near entrance to Russell Place Farm through to field gate opposite 68 FGL  

 

Miss Parkin advised there are currently no issues with this ditch.  Action closed. 

 

• Blocked drainage system from Four Acre Stables to Sylvester’s Garage, Aldershot Road – Including Clasford 

Farm 

 

Miss Parkin advised that a planning application for major development has recently been submitted for 

Carter’s Yard, Aldershot Road.  At present the drainage proposals are inadequate and the County Council will  

be lodging an objection on that basis. 

 

• Drainage in front of the properties between 78 Oak Hill and 12 Oak Hill 

 

Mr Lewis advised that SCC had altered the kerb line and installed a gulley along the main road - Oak Hill. 

 

Mr Trevena advised the problem actually begins at no. 74 down to no. 12. 

 

Action:  Ms Williams to write to the owners of the properties advising that this is a riparian issue. 

 

• Village pond – emergency outlet blocked by debris 

 

This is monitored by Mr Trevena and Mr Morley on a regular basis.  Action closed. 

 

• Removal of debris from water courses. (Wood Street Village and Jacobs Well) 

 

Mr Trevena continues to remove debris from the watercourses.  This needs to be disposed of by GBC from 

time to time.  Action on-going. 

 

• Sewage leaks Broad Street Common (every winter for last three years) 

 

Mr Randall advised that remedial work has been carried out to the man-hole cover.  The chamber has been 

re-built and a sealed cover has been put in place.  Root cutting has been carried out to prevent root ingress.   

No further work is required.  Thames Water to monitor.  Action closed. 

 

• Culvert near Sandiacre Nurseries – Collapsed wall 

 

Action:  Mr Trevena and Mr Lewis to carry out a site visit as soon as practicable. 

 

• Frog Grove Lane, Near Frog Grove House 

 

Mr Morley advised that the ditch by Sandy Lane is blocked by willow tree roots.  Water is therefore 

discharging onto the highway.  It would be a small job to clear this ditch out. 

 

There is a surface water man-hole near this location which has been surcharging.  Action:  Mr Morley and Mr 

Lewis to discuss after the meeting. 

 

• Grille W5/1 – Beside Stream Banks  

 

Mr Trevena expressed his thanks to Mr Shirley for the repair work that has been carried out to the bank of 

the watercourse beside Pound Lane.    Action closed. 
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• Grille W5/3 – Wildfield kickabout area 

 

Mr Trevena thanked Mr Shirley for replacing the grille and fencing at this location.   Action closed.   

 

• 42 Frog Grove Lane 

 

Mr Randall advised that Thames Water had carried out a CCTV inspection which showed the sewer was 50% 

restricted by fat (near 152 Frog Grove Lane).  The sewer was cleaned in February 2015.  No further issues 

had been reported. 

 

Mrs White advised that GBC’s Environmental Health Dept. had been informed and were also going to carry 

out an investigation. 

 

Action:  Details of Thames Water’s “Don’t Block It” campaign to be added to WPC’s website and also issued 

to GBC and SCC with a request for the campaign to be highlighted over the Christmas period. 

 

• 33 Frog Grove Lane  

 

Mr Morley advised that the house holder has applied for land drainage consent to divert surface water from 

their land into the culverted section of the ditch to prevent run-off water being discharged directly onto the 

highway.   

 

Worplesdon 

 

• Flooding near Brook Farm, Rickford, A322 

 

Issued resolved.  Action closed. 

 

• Flooding outside The Ship Pub – Pitch Place A322 

 

No further incidents had been reported.  Gullies on maintenance Schedule.  Action closed. 

 

• Blanket Mill Farm – Hard-core being laid on flood plain 

 

Cllr McShee advised that the Planning Inspector had dismissed the appeal.  This matter has now been 

referred to the High Court. 

 

• Flooding beneath the railway bridge near Worplesdon Station 

 

Mr Lewis advised that improvement works were carried out earlier in the year.  Action closed. 

 

• Flooding of service road beside the White Lyon and Dragon 

 

There is currently only one gulley that serves St Mary’s Church, St Mary’s Gardens and Perry Orchard.  Water 

flows down from the three private tracks into the only gulley in the service road, as a result of which silt 

blocks the gulley on a regular basis.  Additional gullies are required on the privately owned tracks to reduce 

the amount of silt entering the existing gulley. 
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Action:  Mrs White to organise a meeting with the residents, the Church and SCC as soon as practicable. 

 

8. To review how the Flood Forum operates  

 

Mrs Milton advised that she now Chairs 5 Flood Forums and suggested that the number of Worplesdon Flood Forum 

meetings held should be reduced to an annual meeting in November and a walkabout in July. 

 

Agreed. 

 

9. S19 investigations carried out by SCC and EA report 

 

At the request of Cllr Witham details of the S19 investigations carried out after the severe flooding in 2013 were 

issued to all members of the Flood Forum.  http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/people-and-community/emergency-

planning-and-community-safety/flooding-advice/more-about-flooding/surrey-s19-flood-investigations 

Mr Knight expressed disappointment in that the investigations for Jacobs Well offered no solutions to the problems.  

In addition, the map shown separately on the website did not contain a legend. 

Mrs Milton thanked all the officers for attending the meeting.  Their presence at these meetings makes a huge 

difference in resolving issues quickly and efficiently. 

 

Meeting closed 12.30pm. 

 

 


